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Seven species
removed from
Queensland
shark cull
As we count down to our court case against the Queensland
Government’s shark culls in the Great Barrier Reef, the issue is
moving fast. Public opinion is turning swiftly against the culls.
In the wake of the two serious shark bite incidents in the
Whitsundays in September, opinion polls run by several media
outlets showed the public was overwhelming against the knee
jerk response to kill sharks in the area. It seems the public can
see that shark culls are more about protecting politicians than
they have ever been about protecting swimmers. The Today
Show poll closed with 91% opposed to culls and only 9% in
favour, with other polls similarly decisive.
Since HSI launched our court case last year, the Queensland
Government has decided to remove seven species from its
lethal shark control program target list. HSI is challenging the
ten year permit the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority
issued to the Queensland Department of Primary Industry for
173 lethal drumlines to kill sharks in the Great Barrier Reef Marine
Park. Both agencies are defending the case which will be heard
at the Administrative Appeals Tribunal in Brisbane starting on
30 January. Humane Society International is represented by
Environmental Defenders Office NSW in the case, and is
advocating for the removal of the lethal drumlines in favour
of non-lethal measures.
The drumlines are set with baited hooks and are intended to
catch and kill sharks. Those sharks that don’t die on the hook,
and are on the target list, are shot by a contractor employed
to check the drumlines by the Queensland Department of
Primary Industries. The seven species removed from the target
list will now be released by the contractor if they are still alive
when he checks the drums.
While this is good news for the seven species of shark that will
no longer be shot dead if discovered alive on a drumline, there
are still 19 species that will fall victim to the Queensland
Government’s outdated lethal program. It is also the case that
the species removed from the target list could still be fatally
hooked, as are other animals such as rays and turtles.

19 species will still fall victim to the
Queensland Government’s outdated
lethal program
The seven species removed from the program are the school
shark, whitetip reef shark, Galapagos shark, thresher shark, pelagic
thresher shark, bigeye thresher shark and blacktip reef whaler as
they are not considered dangerous to humans. The Queensland
Government’s Shark Control Program Working Group also
agreed to prioritise a risk assessment for the great hammerhead,
mako, oceanic whitetip and blue sharks in the future.
Culling is an outdated method to manage the very low risk
of shark bites. Humane Society International would like to see
the Queensland government redirect its strategy for bather
protection to non-lethal methods such as drone surveillance,
personal shark deterrents, technology driven emergency alert
systems and education so that both ocean users and the ecology
of the Great Barrier Reef are protected. If there had been better
education, signage and an emergency alert system in play in
the Whitsundays, the most recent shark bites at Cid Harbour
may have been avoidable.

Sharks that will still be shot dead if found alive
on a drumline in the Great Barrier Reef
This list species includes several species that are not known
for unprovoked bites to humans and all play an important
role in healthy marine ecology. Humane Society
International wishes Hannah Papps and Justine Barwick
well as they recover from their terrible ordeals.
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Campaign for new nature
laws steps up a gear
With the federal election fast approaching our campaign for
new laws is gearing up. We need new laws to give environmental
concerns their due precedence and end undue political interference in the decision making process for its protection. And
we are by no means alone in this aspiration.
A symposium, hosted by the Places You Love alliance (of which
HSI is a founder) with the Australian Committee for IUCN, the
National Environmental Law Association and the Australian
Panel of Experts on Environmental Law (APEEL), was unanimous.
Eminent legal experts, practitioners, academics and campaigners
agreed to protect our natural world we need a new legal framework built on five key principles: national leadership; a central
role for community; trusted institutions; strong environmental
outcomes; and resilience in the face of climate change.
HSI has worked with the Environmental Defenders Office (EDO)
NSW to design a robust set of next generation biodiversity laws
that we believe nature needs to survive the challenges facing
it. Our paper recommends a number of significant changes,
including the establishment of new independent institutions
to restore the public’s faith in environmental decision making.
Firstly: an independent National Sustainability Commission to
develop national standards, plans and strategies. Secondly: an
Environment Protection Authority to decide on development
approvals without undue political interference. And thirdly (and
importantly): an independent Scientific Committee empowered
to list threatened and protected matters directly, with reasons
based solely on scientific evidence.
Sadly, private interests currently dominate in environmental
decision making at the expense of the long term public good
of a sustainable environment, for now and future generations.
We need independent institutions to recalibrate that balance
along with a modernised set of principles to guide Ecological
Sustainable Development.

threatened species dwindling further in the absence of any deadline for recovery plan development, implementation and funding.
We are also proposing new triggers for federal protection,
including land-clearing and ecosystems of national importance.
The need to protect Ecosystems of National Importance first
came up as part of the Hawke review of the Environment
Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act),
which recommended that ‘ecosystems of national significance’
be added as a new matter of national environmental significance.
HSI’s proposal is similar to that included in the Hawke review,
it considers the listing of Ecosystems of National Importance
to be an important move to a more strategic, landscape-scale
focus to complement improved species protection under new
environmental laws. We expect that the listing of Nationally
Important Ecosystems would include those with high ecosystem
service value or be areas of rare or concentrated values such as
Biodiversity Hotspots, Key Biodiversity Areas, Areas of Outstanding Biodiversity Value and High Conservation Value Vegetation.
Ecosystems of National Importance would not need to be
threatened (providing allowance for proactive as well as reactive
listing) to ensure the Commonwealth protects the most species
and most valuable ecosystems at the least management cost.
Ecosystems of National Importance are, however, just one
important best practice element that must be included in new
nature laws. Our joint paper with EDO NSW sets out this and
other essential elements of next generation biodiversity laws.
It is available at:
http://hsi.org.au/assets/publications/603_next-generationbiodiversity-laws-hsi-and-edo-nsw.pdf

Additionally, we are calling for an increased focus on timely
recovery plans for threatened species with objectives to which
the minister will be held accountable. This will help to prevent
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We call for increased
focus on recovery plans
for threatened species
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Biodiversity traded off
in Federal State relations
HSI recently celebrated a significant win after a three year
battle with the Federal Department of the Environment.
Represented by Environmental Defenders Office (EDO NSW),
the legal battle resulted in the release of Freedom of Information
(FOI) documents that got to the bottom of the Federal
Environment Minister’s accreditation of the NSW Biodiversity
Offsets Policy used in environmental impact assessment
processes in that state. This win has blown apart the Federal
Government’s mantra that accrediting state and territory
assessment and approval processes for developments
impacting federal environment matters will not result in a
lowering of environmental standards.

offset conditions on which major projects can undertake
broadscale land clearing. Despite repeated knock backs and
efforts by the Federal Government to maintain its secrecy,
HSI took our case all the way to the Administrative Appeals
Tribunal, before agreeing not to proceed to a hearing after
more than 60 documents were released at the last minute.
But this is a hollow victory for our environment as, while we hope
the document’s release will help stop the handing over of key
decision making powers, the NSW Policy has already been
accredited by the Federal Government under the assessment
bilateral agreement—in full knowledge it fails federal standards.
Biodiversity offsets allow developers such as mining companies
to buy or manage land elsewhere, or pay money into a fund, to
compensate for the clearing of forests and areas containing
threatened plants and animals. HSI has long held that
biodiversity offsets are all about facilitating development, not
protecting biodiversity. These documents reinforce that view.

HSI has long been concerned about the Federal Government’s
policy to hand over approval powers on environmental decisions
to State and Territory Governments, believing strongly that the
Federal Government is the most appropriate decision maker on
matters of national environmental significance. In 2013, when the
Coalition formed Government, this program was given renewed
energy and dubbed ‘One Stop Shops’, after it had been quietly
shelved by the former Labor Government. These so called ‘One
Stop Shops’ ostensibly aim to reduce duplication whilst maintaining
high environmental standards, but HSI has never been convinced
that this can happen. Firstly we do not consider state legislation
to be up to the standard of federal legislation and secondly we
do not consider it appropriate for the Commonwealth to hand
over its decision making responsibilities on the nation’s most
threatened species to state governments where there will
inevitably be conflicts of interest.

There are many projects in NSW, both recently approved and
currently being assessed, that will continue to rely on the NSW
Policy to justify proposed land clearing. It is questionable whether
they meet the EPBC Act standards for protecting nationally
listed threatened plants and animals. This is extremely worrying
for species that rely on the higher levels of protection against
such developments. The case shows that the accreditation of
assessment processes is flawed and it deepens our concerns on
the proposed development of approval bilateral agreements.
We will continue opposing the handover of approval powers
to any state or territory government.

These concerns led HSI to submit a simple FOI request in early
2015 that resulted in a three year legal fight and an important
victory. Previously secret documents we obtained show that
if Government plans for a ‘One Stop Shop’ project approval
process go ahead, NSW (and other states) would be empowered
to make critical decisions for Australia’s most threatened species
that would result in weaker protection, further threatening these
species at a time when they are already experiencing remorseless
and unrelenting assaults. This is despite repeated Government
assurances since 2013 that this would not be the case.
The documents reveal the Federal Environment Department
secretly advised the Government of NSW that its Biodiversity
Offsets Policy for Major Projects (NSW Policy) did not meet
national environmental standards. Despite this, the Federal
Environment Minister accredited the NSW policy, allowing it to
be used when approving developments impacting nationally
threatened species found in NSW. HSI argued that the public
should know why the Australian Government decided, despite
evidence to the contrary, that the NSW Policy met national
environmental standards. The NSW Policy determines the
6

Of further concern is the NSW Government seeking to have its
new Biodiversity Assessment Method (BAM) accredited under
the same process. If the Federal Environment Department
considered the previous NSW Policy to be deficient it should
have even greater concerns over the BAM.
In its review of the draft BAM and associated legislation, EDO
NSW identified that the new system has even further weakened
biodiversity protection in NSW 1 . HSI is therefore calling on
the Federal Environment Minister not to accredit the latest
NSW biodiversity offsets policy as this will make the current
unsatisfactory situation even worse.
HSI thanks our lawyers EDO NSW for their help on this
important case.
1

Technical submission on the Biodiversity Assessment Method and Mapping
Method prepared by EDO NSW June 2016
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/edonsw/pages/2964/attachments/
original/1467096843/160628_EDO_NSW_Technical_submission_on_the_
Biodiversity_Assessment_Method_and_Mapping_Method_2016.pdf?
1467096843

ALEXIA WELLBELOVE, HSI SENIOR CAMPAIGNER

Review of interaction
between environment
law and agriculture
In March, then Minister for the Environment and Energy Josh
Frydenberg and Minister for Agriculture and Water David
Littleproud jointly announced a review to ‘reduce red-tape
and find practical ways to help farmers meet the requirements
of the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation
Act 1999 (EPBC Act)’—Australia’s environment law that sets
out a regulatory framework to manage and protect Matters
of National Environmental Significance (MNES).

TSSC to compile and provide advice on each nomination—
taking up to 5 years in some cases.
The Act currently binds the Minister to consider only the threat
status of an ecological community or species in deciding whether
or not to list it, which is the way it should be—matters are either
threatened or not. Allowing further interference in this process
would put Australia’s precious biodiversity at even greater risk
than currently faced and damage our global reputation and
ambition to align with standards set by the International Union
for the Conservation of Nature.

At the time HSI was braced for bad news as the Minister had
unprecedentedly begun delaying his EPBC listing decisions for
threatened species and ecological communities, with Freedom
of Information requests revealing lobbying against listings by his
Coalition colleagues as well as some organisations representing
the agriculture sector. The phrasing of the announcement left
us with little doubt about motivations, and we were disappointed
to see unnecessarily broad Terms of Reference extending to
considerations such as listing processes.

The real story of threatened habitat listings
The listing of threatened species and ecological communities
allows for the protection of important habitats and helps to
target scientific research, project funding and community efforts
in areas in most need of threat abatement and restoration. It
can also be a landscape (or seascape) approach to protecting
ecosystem functions and services and is essential for good
planning; ensuring development impacts on sensitive species and
ecosystems properly considered, mitigated and ideally avoided.

Independence of the listing process
The EPBC Act’s listing process is extremely thorough and
intended to be scientifically independent and rigorous. First
a matter needs to be identified and its likelihood of meeting
the criteria for listing, before a detailed scientific nomination
is prepared. The Department then assesses nominations for
eligibility prior to the Threatened Species Scientific Committee
(TSSC) suggesting a Proposed Priority Assessment List to the
Minister who decides on the Finalised Priority Assessment List
which is announced along with an assessment deadline for the

TEC (jurisdiction)

Estimated
Year area lost in
listed
ha (%
decline)

Number
Total
of EPBC
Act-listed referrals
species

Documents obtained by HSI show that for several EPBC Act listed
eucalypt woodland Threatened Ecological Communities (TEC)
occurring in agricultural regions, hundreds of millions of dollars
in stewardship funding has been provided to rural landholders,
while just six agricultural projects were referred for potential
impacts on TECs—none of which saw developments refused.
The EPBC Act rarely comes into play for agricultural referrals.

Number
classified as
agriculture
sector

Number
Rural sector
classified as
EPBC Act
ag sector w/
enforcements
TEC present

Australian Government funding

Box Gum Grassy
Woodland

2006

4,595,000
(92%)

26

908

4

0

0

$111,854, 972 – Environmental
Stewardship Program
$804,439 – 20 Million Trees
Program Round 2
$90,000 – Threatened Species
Recovery Fund (2017)

Peppermint Box
Grassy Woodland

2007

885,000
(98%)

6

34

0

0

0

$4,738,182 – Environmental
Stewardship Program

Grey Box Grassy
Woodlands

2010

3,007,000
(85%)

30

248

1

0

1

$99,601 – 20 Million Trees
$20,000 – Landcare 25th
Anniversary Grants

Coolibah-Black
Box Woodlands

2011

2,494,000
(65%)

9

246

0

0

0

Key target of $millions provided as
regional Landcare and other grants

Eyre Peninsula Blue
Gum Woodland

2013

30,700
(91%)

6

2

0

0

0

Key target of $millions provided as
regional Landcare and other grants

Eucalypt
Woodlands of the
WA Wheatbelt

2015

5,238,000
(85%)

87

10

1

0

0

Good target for future funding
round of the National Landcare
Programme

EVAN QUARTERMAIN, HSI HEAD OF PROGRAMS
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“
Instead of looking to further weaken the regulatory ‘stick’ side
of the EPBC Act, HSI hopes the review will recommend reviving
the ‘carrots’ and reinstating funding opportunities like the
Environmental Stewardship Program which the government
has discontinued.
In terms of conservation, the treatment of listed TECs already
leaves much to be desired. The EPBC Act is already too lenient
on agricultural activities, with generous exemptions for continued
use, Condition Thresholds, Key Diagnostic Characteristics, Tests
of Significance and broad Ministerial discretion resulting in
insufficient consideration of threats during impact assessments—
only the most extreme cases trigger the EPBC Act’s involvement.

Condition thresholds and key diagnostic
characteristics
When an ecological community is assessed for listing Key
Diagnostic Characteristics and Condition Thresholds are
determined. These can be used for conservation planning, but
more commonly come into play during proposed developments
to determine if habitat to be impacted upon is a threatened,
and if so whether the impact is severe enough to warrant
referral to the Minister.
The HSI-nominated TEC Coolibah-Black Box Woodlands of the
Darling Riverine Plains and the Brigalow Belt South Bioregions
offers an example of how these Key Diagnostic Characteristics
and Condition Thresholds can combine to seriously undermine
any protection the EPBC Act offers—instances of the community
that are under five hectares in size, even if in excellent condition,
can be cleared without referral to see if EPBC Act approval is
needed. Key Diagnostic Characteristics see many patches of
remnant habitat, as well as recovering vegetation, considered
regular vegetation rather than threatened. As a result only the
very best bits move past this preliminary stage of determining
whether a development is able to proceed, bringing into question
the issue of long-term TEC recovery—how can severe declines
even begin to be reversed when all small remnants and regrowth
can be destroyed with impunity? A concerning situation when
clearing and fragmentation are routinely primary threats.

Test of significance
The significance of those remnants that pass the above stage
is then to be considered by the proponent, who makes an
assessment using Significant Impact Guidelines to decide
whether or not they should submit a referral. If they come
to the conclusion that the development is unlikely to have
a significant impact then they may proceed without further
scrutiny—recourse for an incorrect determination occurring
only if investigated by the EPBC Act compliance unit.

8

FOI documents reveal
hundreds of millions of
dollars of stewardship
funds were provided
to landholders to help
protect EPBC matters.
HSI says these programs
should be revived.”

If the development is referred to the Minister as potentially
having significant impacts, the decision on whether further
approval is required is at their discretion. Should the Minister
decide that it is, they can request additional material such as the
development of Species and Environmental Impact Statements,
which are put out for public consultation. This Test of Significance
is only applied to Endangered and Critically Endangered habitats,
as even the most important remnants of Vulnerable TECs are
not considered during developments—a situation HSI has long
campaigned to reverse.

Minister’s decision
And if the process has passed through the public consultation
phase after all of the above, Section 139(2) of the EPBC Act
states that if:
(a) the Minister is considering whether to approve, for the
purposes of a subsection of section 18 or section 18A, the
taking of an action; and
(b) the action has or will have, or is likely to have, a significant
impact on a particular listed threatened species or a particular
listed threatened ecological community;
the Minister must, in deciding whether to so approve the taking
of the action, have regard to any approved conservation advice
for the species or community.
This wording clearly allows far too much discretion, with almost
all developments that go through the process and are found
to have significant impacts still being given approval.

Meaningful solutions
We remain optimistic that the review panel will deliver a
report encouraging increased stewardship investment and
improvements to the protection of our most threatened biodiversity. Possible measures include communications with and
materials provided to relevant landholders; clarity as to where
a TEC may occur through more accurate mapping; and stewardship funding, though this would require significant investment
due to long-term neglect. Increased funding must also be
provided to complete the list of the most threatened ecosystems
in Australia before they are lost to development, and allow for
significant post-listing action including ensuring recovery
plans are developed and implemented in a timely fashion.
The publicity of issues between the interaction of the EPBC
Act and agriculture sector is disproportionate with the true
impacts, with listed matters providing rural communities with
financial support for management and increased resilience
by encouraging the retention of natural capital. Independent
scientific processes must remain so for credibility and good
management of biodiversity and development planning.

EVAN QUARTERMAIN, HSI HEAD OF PROGRAMS

Threatened Ecological Communities

HSI-nominated Coastal
Swamp Oak Forest
nationally protected
On the 20th of March then Assistant Minister for the
Environment, Melissa Price, (now Minister for the Environment)
added ‘Coastal Swamp Oak (Casuarina glauca) Forest of New
South Wales and South East Queensland’ to the Commonwealth
EPBC Act list of Threatened Ecological Communities. HSI is now
responsible for nominating 28 of the 78 ecological communities
protected by Federal legislation, as well as the large majority
of those under assessment or awaiting a decision.
Occurring from Gladstone in Queensland to Bermagui in New
South Wales, Coastal Swamp Oak Forests span across 32,000
hectares on regularly flooded alluvial soils near floodplains,
wetlands and estuaries, consisting of a mosaic of forests
dominated by swamp oak and featuring lilly pilly, cheese trees
and paperbarks. The ecological community is often connected
through narrow wildlife corridors; however intensive land clearing
has reduced many areas of the community to isolated patches.
Prior to European settlement the community was widespread
and thriving, but it has now declined by around 75%, with
losses of up to 90% in some areas of New South Wales. Urban
development, grazing, and sugar cane crops have diminished
and severely fragmented the forest.
Coastal Swamp Oak Forests provide vital habitat, food and
nesting sites for a wealth of significant and threatened species
including regent honeyeaters (Anthochaera phrygia), swift
parrots (Lathamus discolor) and white-throated snapping turtles
(Elseya albagula), as well as koalas (Phascolarctos cinereus) and
spotted-tailed quolls (Dasyurus maculatus). The community
also supports native butterflies and bees which play important
roles in pollinating both native species and crops. The community
is an important regulator of soil nutrients and water flow to
other areas along the east coast, and plays a role in reducing
the impacts of flooding and erosion in neighbouring areas.
With only around a quarter of the original community remaining,
fragmentation is a key threat to its survival. Smaller patches are
often in worse condition and suffer more from edge effects—
because they have a higher ratio of boundary to the vegetation
within and boundaries are more impacted by human activities
and invasive species than buffered vegetation.

Smaller patches are often in worse
condition and suffer more from
edge effects

The listing of Coastal Swamp Oak (Casuarina glauca) Forest of
New South Wales and South East Queensland as an Endangered
ecological community means that it is now considered a Matter
of National Environmental Significance (MNES). With this newly
recognised status, recovery planning can be initiated by the
Federal Government to improve the community’s condition
and extent at the national level. Developments that may cause
significant impacts on the remnants of the community will
face increased scrutiny and require approval from the Federal
Minister. Funding to monitor the community’s health will be
prioritised, and programs such as 20 Million Trees and can
target the community for revegetation.

Political interference
A factor that made this listing all the more worth celebrating
was the fact that two other HSI nominations also found to be
eligible for inclusion on the EPBC Act’ schedules have been
caught up in prolonged delays. Former Minister for the
Environment Josh Frydenberg used a legislative loophole
(section 194(Q) of the Act) to defer his listing decision multiple
times for both ‘Poplar/bimble box grassy woodland on alluvial
plains’ and ‘Tasmanian Forests and Woodlands dominated by
black gum or Brookers gum (Eucalyptus ovata / E. brookeriana)’.
Documents received through Freedom of Information show
that lobbying from farming groups and Coalition colleagues
likely played a part in the Minister’s reluctance to sign off on
the independent Threatened Species Scientific Committee’s
strong advice to list. Political interference in what should be
an objective scientific process is extremely concerning.
These road bumps aside, HSI has continued to plug away at
our successful nomination program by making submissions for
‘Kwongkan shrubland thickets of Western Australia’s Avon
Wheatbelt’ and ‘Eastern Banksia Scrub of the Sydney Region’
to be prioritised for assessment earlier this year.

Former Minister for the Environment Josh
Frydenberg used legislative loopholes
to defer listing decisions

EVAN QUARTERMAIN, HSI HEAD OF PROGRAMS
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Proteaceae Dominated Kwongkan Shrublands of the Southeast
Coastal Floristic Province of Western Australia (Mark Bourne)

Thrombolite (microbialite) Community of a Coastal
Brackish Lake (Lake Clifton)

Thrombolite (microbial) community of coastal
freshwater lakes of the Swan Coastal Plain (Lake
Richmond)

Shrublands on southern Swan Coastal Plain
ironstones

Shrublands and Woodlands on Perth to Gingin
ironstone (Perth to Gingin ironstone association) of
the Swan Coastal Plain

Shrublands and Woodlands on Muchea Limestone of
the Swan Coastal Plain

110°0'0"E

115°0'0"E

Natural Damp Grassland of the Victorian Coastal
Plains
Natural Grasslands of the Murray Valley Plains

Iron-grass Natural Temperate Grassland of South
Australia
Kangaroo Island Narrow-leaved Mallee (Eucalyptus
cneorifolia) Woodland
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Swamps of the Fleurieu Peninsula

130°0'0"E

135°0'0"E

Seasonal Herbaceous Wetlands (Freshwater) of the
Temperate Lowland Plains

Natural Temperate Grassland of the Victorian Volcanic
Plain

Grassy Eucalypt Woodland of the Victorian Volcanic
Plain

Eyre Peninsula Blue Gum (Eucalyptus petiolaris)
Woodland

Peppermint Box (Eucalyptus odorata) Grassy
Woodland of South Australia

Gippsland Red Gum (Eucalyptus tereticornis mediana)
Grassy Woodland and Associated Native Grassland

South-east South Australia

Subtropical and Temperate Coastal Saltmarsh

Posidonia australis seagrass meadows of the
Manning-Hawkesbury ecoregion

Tasmania
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Lowland Native Grasslands of Tasmania

Eucalyptus ovata - Callitris oblonga Forest

Alpine Sphagnum Bogs and Associated Fens
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White Box-Yellow Box-Blakely's Red Gum Grassy
Woodland and Derived Native Grassland

Upland Wetlands of the New England Tablelands and
the Monaro Plateau

Silurian Limestone Pomaderris Shrubland of the
South East Corner and Australian Alps Bioregions

New England Peppermint (Eucalyptus nova-anglica)
Grassy Woodlands

165°0'0"E

Western Sydney Dry Rainforest and Moist Woodland
on Shale

Warkworth Sands Woodland of the Hunter Valley

Upland Basalt Eucalypt Forests of the Sydney Basin
Bioregion

Turpentine-Ironbark Forest in the Sydney Basin
Bioregion

Temperate Highland Peat Swamps on Sandstone

Southern Highlands Shale Forest and Woodland in
the Sydney Basin Bioregion

Shale Sandstone Transition Forest of the Sydney
Basin Bioregion

Natural grasslands on basalt and fine-textured alluvial
plains of northern New South Wales and southern
Queensland
Natural Temperate Grassland of the South Eastern
Highlands

Hunter Valley Weeping Myall (Acacia pendula)
Woodland
Alpine Sphagnum Bogs and Associated Fens

Eastern Suburbs Banksia Scrub of the Sydney Region

Cumberland Plain Shale Woodlands and ShaleGravel Transition Forest

Cooks River/Castlereagh Ironbark Forest of the
Sydney Basin Bioregion

Coastal Upland Swamps in the Sydney Basin
Bioregion

Central Hunter Valley eucalypt forest and woodland

Castlereagh Scribbly Gum and Agnes Banks
Woodlands of the Sydney Basin Bioregion

Blue Gum High Forest of the Sydney Basin Bioregion

Sydney Basin and Hunter Valley

White Box-Yellow Box-Blakely's Red Gum Grassy
Woodland and Derived Native Grassland

Giant Kelp Marine Forests of South East Australia

Weeping Myall Woodlands

Shrublands and Woodlands of the eastern Swan
Coastal Plain

Sedgelands in Holocene dune swales of the southern
Swan Coastal Plain

Natural Grasslands of the Queensland Central
Highlands and the northern Fitzroy Basin

Grey Box (Eucalyptus microcarpa) Grassy Woodlands
and Derived Native Grasslands of South-eastern
Australia

Coolibah - Black Box Woodlands of the Darling
Riverine Plains and the Brigalow Belt South
Bioregions

Buloke Woodlands of the Riverina and Murray-Darling
Depression Bioregions

Brigalow (Acacia harpophylla dominant and codominant)

Eastern Inland Plains

Swamp Tea-tree ( Melaleuca irbyana) Forest of Southeast Queensland

Mabi Forest (Complex Notophyll Vine Forest 5b)

Lowland Rainforest of Subtropical Australia

Lowland Grassy Woodland in the South East
Corner Bioregion

Littoral Rainforest and Coastal Vine Thickets of
Eastern Australia

Illawarra and South Coast Lowland Forest and
Woodland

Broad leaf tea-tree (Melaleuca viridiflora) woodlands
in high rainfall coastal north Queensland

Wet Tropics and Coastal Forest

Castlereagh Scribbly Gum and Agnes Banks Woodlands
of the Sydney Basin Bioregion, Petrophile sessilis,
Voyager Point, Sydney (Anthony Hoffman)

Kangaroo Island Narrow-leaved Mallee Woodland (Matthew White)
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Semi-evergreen vine thickets of the Brigalow Belt
(North and South) and Nandewar Bioregions

Tablelands and Highlands of
South-east Australia

Natural Temperate Grassland of the
South Eastern Highlands (David Eddy)
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Scott River Ironstone Association

Victorian and Riverina Plains

The community of native species dependent on
natural discharge of groundwater from the Great
Artesian Basin

Technical advice is available from the Department using the general enquires portal:
http://www.environment.gov.au/webform/website-feedback

Maps are available on the SPRAT profiles and spatial data can be downloaded from:
http://www.environment.gov.au/science/erin/databases-maps/ecnes

Profile information (including habitat, distribution, floristics, conservation actions and
legislative instruments) can be found on the Species Profile and Threats database:
http://www.environment.gov.au/sprat
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Natural grasslands on basalt and fine-textured alluvial
plains of northern New South Wales and southern
Queensland

Marine Environments

Caveat: The information presented in this map has been provided by a range
of groups and agencies. While every effort has been made to ensure accuracy
and completeness, no guarantee is given, nor responsibility taken by the
Commonwealth for errors or omissions, and the Commonwealth does not
accept responsibility in respect of any information or advice given in relation
to, or as a consequence of, anything containing herein.

Contextual data sources: from the Department of the Environment and
Energy, Geoscience Australia, Public Sector Mapping Agency, Department of
Agriculture, Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation
and the Australian Bureau of Statistics.

Map produced by: Environmental Resources Information Network

Where Can I Find More Information?
The EPBC Act List of Threatened Ecological Communities can be found on the
Department's website:
http://www.environment.gov.au/cgi-bin/sprat/public/publiclookupcommunities.pl
or use the internet search term 'epbc ecological communities'
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Corymbia calophylla - Xanthorrhoea preissii
woodlands and shrublands of the Swan Coastal Plain

Gippsland Red Gum Grassy Woodland (Rosemary Purdie)
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* listed under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act
1999 (the EPBC Act) as at September 2016.
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The indicative distribution mapping represents the
broad environmental range in which these communities
are likely to be found. These communities have
typically been heavily cleared and fragmented into
mostly small scattered patches throughout their range.

The indicative distributions of 77 nationally listed*
Threatened Ecological Communities

Monsoon vine thickets on
the coastal sand dunes of
Dampier Peninsula
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Corymbia calophylla - Kingia australis woodlands on
heavy soils of the Swan Coastal Plain

Claypans of the Swan Coastal Plain

Banksia Woodlands of the Swan Coastal Plain

Assemblages of plants and invertebrate animals of
tumulus (organic mound) springs of the Swan Coastal
Plain

Aquatic Root Mat Community in Caves of the Swan
Coastal Plain

Aquatic Root Mat Community 4 in Caves of the
Leeuwin Naturaliste Ridge

Aquatic Root Mat Community 3 in Caves of the
Leeuwin Naturaliste Ridge

Aquatic Root Mat Community 2 in Caves of the
Leeuwin Naturaliste Ridge

Aquatic Root Mat Community 1 in Caves of the
Leeuwin Naturaliste Ridge

South-west West Australian Coast

Proteaceae Dominated Kwongkan Shrublands of the
Southeast Coastal Floristic Province of Western
Australia

Perched Wetlands of the Wheatbelt region with
extensive stands of living sheoak and paperbark
across the lake floor (Toolibin Lake)

Eucalypt Woodlands of the Western Australian
Wheatbelt

Eastern Stirling Range Montane Heath and Thicket

Wheatbelt and South Coast of Western
Australia

Eucalypt Woodlands of the WA Wheatbelt. (Matthew White)

Monsoon Vine Thickets on the coastal sand dunes of Dampier
Peninsula. Cape Leveque, Dampier Peninsula. (Anthony Hoffman)

Arnhem Plateau Sandstone
Shrubland Complex

Threatened Ecological Communities of Australia
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Cloudlake Mountain Retreat, Queensland

Wildlife Land Trust update
The Wildlife land Trust (WLT), HSI’s private land conservation
initiative, recently celebrated its 10th anniversary of supporting
conservation-minded landholders across Australia. With the
program now including 565 member sanctuaries contributing
more than 65,000 hectares of wildlife-friendly private land,
connections continue to grow and evolve across the country.
The WLT fills an important niche in on-ground habitat protection
by providing free membership through non-binding agreements
that support people voluntarily conserving private lands.
Landholders can enter into these agreements without fear of
complex legislative requirements, and although a vital program
in its own right, the WLT also provides a stepping-stone for
landholders seeking out stronger and more permanent
conservation mechanisms available through various statebased covenanting organisations.
Fostering connectivity between existing patches of intact
habitat can be an effective strategy against land clearing.
Connecting habitats creates wildlife corridors for native species,
decreases damaging edge-effects, and improves the integrity
and resilience of existing ecological communities. The closeknit nature of many rural communities is clear to see through
trends in WLT membership, with recent recruits in new areas
often sparking a flurry of applications in the surrounding area.
Neighbours encourage one another to protect and restore
habitats on and around their properties, and valuable
knowledge and resources are shared between likeminded
conservationists and carers. While protected reserves are
incredibly important, isolation can impact their conservation
contribution. Private landowners who are willing to extend
good management practices to their own properties can make
an enormous difference, and the WLT plays a crucial role in
connecting caring people.
Conservation legislation and threatened species recovery is
currently a hot topic in Australia (as outlined throughout this
Technical Bulletin), and the impacts of deforestation and land
clearing continue to escalate. Community engagement is
needed now more than ever to help turn the tide of habitat
destruction and species extinction, particularly with such vast
areas of the landscape under private ownership. As stewards
of the environment, most landowners have specialised
experience managing their lands and the surrounding habitats.
On the frontline for environmental changes, they often have the
know-how or the desire to learn how to best manage threats
and improve biodiversity. Despite allegations that biodiversity

conservation is impacting agricultural production and the
Federal Government’s Review of the interaction between the
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act
1999 and agriculture and food production, our members show
time and again that acting in the best interests of wildlife and
maintaining productive landscapes are far from mutually
exclusive.

Wildlife carers
WLT sanctuaries range from environmentally-friendly farms
and family properties to dedicated wildlife refuges. One of the
most notable uses for sanctuaries, however, is as sites for
wildlife rehabilitation. Wildlife carers participating in the WLT
program range from highly specialised rehabilitation and
release sites to carers of a range of species. Every carer in the
WLT network possesses a tireless dedication and exceptional
expertise, which the WLT seeks to encourage and share. HSI
was also a sponsor of the recent biennial Australian Wildlife
Rehabilitation Conference, held in Sydney, for the fifth
consecutive time.

Sanctuaries You Can Stay
Conservation-conscious tourism is a booming area, particularly
in Australia where our exquisite nature is the biggest tourism
drawcard. The WLT’s Sanctuaries You Can Stay initiative now
features more than 40 members offering sustainable tourist
retreats to travellers. The benefits are enormous—sanctuary
owners are rewarded for their conservation efforts with
recognition as well as revenue, holiday makers can receive rare
insights into a range of wildlife experiences, and local
communities receive boosts to tourism. Much of the revenue
gained is fed back into sanctuary maintenance, wildlife rescue
and bush regeneration, further improving native habitats and
the wildlife it protects.

In-depth sanctuary features
We have also just launched a new website feature taking a
closer look at the activities of some of our special members
around the country. British conservationist Hannah Mulvany has
kicked things off by visiting and profiling four of our Western
Australian members, with plenty more to come as she makes
her way around the country. See these in-depth profiles and
learn more about the program at: www.wildlifelandtrust.org.au.

EVAN QUARTERMAIN, HSI HEAD OF PROGRAMS
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How to protect the high seas,
and those closer to home—
HSI launches new report
calling for an Oceans Act
Recent research has shown that only 13% of the world’s oceans
are free from high impact human activities such as fishing2.
It is clear that more needs to be done to conserve the high seas
—the more than half the planet that lies beyond the national
jurisdiction of individual countries—and ensure marine
biodiversity is used sustainably. In a huge step forward in 2017
the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) decided to
develop a new international treaty on the conservation and
sustainable use of the high seas (BBNJ), under UN Convention
on Law of the Sea (UNCLOS). This is a big step forward in what
has been a long, slow process and HSI’s oceans policy adviser,
Alistair Graham, has been in the thick of these BBNJ discussions
right from the start on the Australian delegation and as an
adviser to WWF International.
It’s more than 15 years since Australia led the charge at the
2002 ‘Rio+10’ World Summit on Sustainable Development in
Johannesburg to get the international community to make
commitments for better management of the world’s oceans—
the Johannesburg Plan of Implementation—which still makes
good reading even today. This was back in the day when
Senator Robert Hill was our Federal Environment Minister and
did so much to establish ocean health as something to be
taken seriously—both here in Australia and globally.
Then, in 2004, the UNGA set up a BBNJ Working Group to look
at what needed to be done to fill gaps in the international ocean
governance regime and, after a lot of talking, recommended to
the 2011 UNGA that a ‘package’ of four BBNJ issues needed to
be dealt with: (i) area-based management tools, including marine
protected areas (MPAs); (ii) environmental impact assessment
(EIA); (iii) access to and benefit sharing for marine genetic
resources (ABS MGR); and (iv) capacity-building and transfer of
marine technology. The 2012 ‘Rio+20’ Earth Summit then decided
that a new legally binding instrument under the UN Convention
on Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) should be negotiated.
It took another five years before the 2017 UNGA finally decided
that a new oceans treaty, based on—but not limited to—the 2011
BBNJ ‘package’, should be negotiated. The main reason why
it’s taken so long to get to this point has been an interminable
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argument between conservation and fishing industry interests
over whether a new agreement is warranted. The fishers are
arguing that there is no governance gap for their sector because
they have regional fisheries management organisations
(RFMOs) covering all of the main international fisheries while
conservationists argue that their incoherent, dysfunctional
sectoral decision-making is a governance problem for the wider
international community.
More broadly, and more positively, one of the gaps in need
of fixing is that there is no body that speaks for the oceans.
Historically, nation states have kept the peace at sea by agreeing
that beyond the limits of national jurisdiction, the oceans belong
to nobody and states should leave each other alone to get on
with whatever they were doing—this is otherwise known as the
Mare Liberum dictum promulgated by 17th Century Dutch
lawyer, Hugo Grotius. This worked well when it came to keeping
merchant shipping free of pirates but it doesn’t work very well
when ocean health is being degraded, not only by countries
using the oceans as their dumping ground for plastics and all
manner of other pollutants, but also by failure to effectively
control ‘in situ’ oceans activities, like distant water fishing fleets.
In negotiating a new treaty, we hope to reinterpret the general
duty to cooperate to ‘protect and preserve the marine
environment’, as set out in UNCLOS, to mean that the oceans
belong to everyone, rather than the old dictum that the oceans
belong to no-one—and that what we need is a ‘voice for the
oceans’. We are hopeful that a new BBNJ treaty could significantly
shift the balance by making wayward governments more
directly accountable to the international community for failing
in their legal duty to cooperate to ensure marine living resources
are conserved and used sustainably. Activities in areas beyond
national jurisdiction are currently controlled by sectoral bodies
—International Maritime Organisations for shippers, the
International Seabed Authority for miners and RFMOs for fishers.
But no-one has the mandate to roll out MPAs for biodiversity
conservation. This is something we very much want to fix with
this new agreement.

ALISTAIR GRAHAM, HSI OCEANS ADVISER & ALEXIA WELLBELOVE, HSI SENIOR CAMPAIGNER

HSI’s consultant, Alistair Graham, recently attended the first
round of negotiations for a new oceans treaty which concluded
with agreement for the President of the conference to prepare
text of potential treaty language with options reflecting positions
put by countries in the negotiations. Two more meetings are
planned for next year and, with luck and hard lobbying, there
will be a draft treaty taking shape next year and an adoption
of agreed treaty text in 2020.

Act to set the framework for achieving the comprehensive
protection required, involving all levels of government and
stakeholders across the board.
The current approach, of management by sector, is piecemeal
and uncoordinated. As a result it is failing to protect our marine
biodiversity, to build resilience in the face of stressors like
climate change and to ensure we can all benefit from healthy
coasts and oceans for generations to come. There has been a
failure of Australia’s Oceans policy due to institutional
incoherence, decay, lack of enforceability and failure to galvanise
active participation of all sectors and jurisdictions. HSI believes
there is a need for all relevant sectors and jurisdictions to be
engaged and coordinated under a shared vision, expanding
the traditional list of sectors for example to include land-based
sources of marine pollution, like plastics producers.

The good news is that all countries taking part in the
negotiations agreed to this way of moving forward towards a
high seas biodiversity treaty. Some countries, especially those
with strong fisheries interests (like Iceland, Russia, Korea, Japan,
Norway and the US) had been reluctant to see a new agreement
that might have oversight of their sectoral management
arrangements (regional fisheries management organisations
(RFMOs)). But sustained efforts by a strong coalition between
the European Union (EU) and developing countries, supported
by environmental groups, has persuaded even the most reluctant
countries that it’s better to be inside the conservation tent than
outside. This is a notable negotiating achievement and bodes
well for further negotiations next year when the substantive
content of the agreement will have to be hammered out.

Our latest report ‘Integrated oceans management in Australia
—more than just fish and ships: The case for an Oceans Act’
written by EDO NSW for HSI sets out what Australia needs to
do better protect its ocean environment. We need strong
national leadership through an Oceans Authority reporting to
the Prime Minister and clear oversight legislation, in the form
of an Oceans Act. This would set the framework for achieving
the comprehensive protection required.

What about Australia?
Whilst international negotiations have been underway, we need
to start thinking how to ensure the long-term conservation of
our vast marine Exclusive Economic Zone here in Australia, which
makes up almost 4% of the world’s oceans. With ever more
complex and severe threats to our oceans and the habitats and
species they sustain we need to ensure Australia plays a strong
conservation role in negotiations for the new treaty and that
we do the best we can at home.

HSI will be continuing to advocate for the reform of our oceans
laws in the run up to the Federal election in 2019 and beyond.
The report is available to download from:
http://www.hsi.org.au/assets/publications/610_integratedoceans-management-in-australia.pdf

In May HSI held a workshop bringing together key experts to
discuss what was needed in the way of laws, institutions and
cooperative arrangements to best protect the oceans that
surround Australia. Discussions were based on an options
paper skilfully prepared by Rachel Walmsley from EDO NSW
based on various consultations over the last year. This was the
fourth workshop HSI has held on ocean law reform and it is
part of our broader work to ensure that Australia’s oceans are
given the legal protection they deserve.
There was general agreement that it is time Australia stepped
up to better protect its ocean environment and that what is
needed is significant law reform in the form of a new Oceans

2

https://theconversation.com/new-map-shows-that-only-13-of-the-oceansare-still-truly-wild-100820 Accessed 1 1th September 2018

ALISTAIR GRAHAM, HSI OCEANS ADVISER & ALEXIA WELLBELOVE, HSI SENIOR CAMPAIGNER
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Donkey hide gelatin used as foodstuff

Australia 8th-biggest don
A traditional Chinese medicine—ejiao—made from donkey-hide
gelatin (DHG) is devastating donkey populations worldwide.
Its key ingredient uses the gelatin sourced from boiled donkey
skins and when combined with various herbs and touted as a
‘miracle elixir’.
Ejiao is being heavily marketed as a cure for conditions ranging
from asthma to impotence, and even cancer. But, despite there
being no science to back up these exaggerated claims, its value
skyrocketing from AU$40 to about AU$600 per donkey hide.
As a result China’s donkey population has dropped by over half
between 1954 and 2013, and it is still in a rapid decline with
thousands killed each week.
Africa’s rural communities have been hit by China’s shortfall of
donkeys as the industry sources animals from outside China.
There are many accounts of working animals being stolen in
the night and skinned illegally for their valuable hides. Both
the humanitarian and the animal welfare impacts of the
industry are heart-wrenching.
Following investigation across China into the demand for this
controversial product, HSI launched a report in May 2018
revealing the ejiao market is in the process of gearing up even
further. It is expected to maintain a growth rate of 15% each
year from 2015 to 2020.
With an estimated global population of only 44 million donkeys,
this growth is not sustainable, prompting many countries to
fight it. Fifteen, including Niger, Burkina Faso, Mali and Pakistan,
have stood against the trade in an effort to protect their
donkey populations but the ejiao industry is set on expanding
this lucrative trade and the Chinese Ministry of Agriculture has
now included donkey as a target industry in The National
Developing Plan of Herbivore Animal Husbandry 2016-2020.
The cruelty associated with ejiao production was also exposed
during our investigation with our team finding that China’s
donkey meat dealers slaughtered many of the animals, typically
in rural slaughter houses this is done by several blows to the
head using a sledgehammer. This method is grossly inhumane,
and the animals our investigators witnessed being killed this
way struggled for several minutes before death.
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One of the most surprising finds was the extent of Australia’s
involvement in the trade. The investigation found that Australia
is the eighth biggest importer of ejiao, importing US$4 million
worth in the first 10 months of 2017. The country taking the
number one spot as the largest importer was Hong Kong, with
US$47 million, followed by Japan who imported US$13 million
and the U.S.A. with US$ 12million during the same time period.
Australia is even considering getting involved in supplying the
trade with numerous Chinese interests scouting for a donkey
supply in the Top End. Live exports have been considered but
have since been ruled out by the NT Minister for Primary
Industries Ken Vowles. To ensure this remains the case, the
Australian Greens have tabled a bill to prohibit the live export
of equines for live slaughter. However, with a sizeable feral
herd, the Northern Territory government is contemplating
donkey farming and an export skin trade. They have gone so
far as to acquire a donkey herd and set up a research station
near Katherine to ascertain the feasibility of donkey farming.
HSI, the RSPCA and experts in donkey welfare from The
Donkey Sanctuary have been counselling the NT government
against this explaining the unique difficulties of mustering,
farming and transporting donkeys due to their extreme
susceptibility to stress.
It would also seem unwise to build an industry around a product
with questionable efficacy and tenuous global social licence.
Online auction site eBay removed ejiao from their product
offerings after being made aware of the controversies of the
industry. Ejiao export markets have been in decline over the
past two years, possibly due to consumers in international
markets becoming aware of the exaggerated product claims,
and the obscene animal cruelty of ejiao production.
Our investigations identified that even consumers in China
have a healthy scepticism about the product’s effectiveness.
Further, China’s National Health & Family Planning Commission
has questioned the legitimacy of ejiao, with a posting on social
media that it was ‘not worth buying’ sparking a media frenzy
earlier this year—before they were required to retract their
statement.

GEORGIE DOLPHIN, HSI PROGRAM MANAGER, ANIMAL WELFARE

key hide gelatin importer
Through a robust advertising campaign, we plan to further dent
demand for ejiao by exposing the unsubstantiated nature of its
health claims and the extreme animal welfare and humanitarian
problems in its supply chain.
An awareness campaign using TV advertising, social media posts,
print media and radio advertising is well underway in targeting
consumers in China. HSI is supporting this Chinese-led
initiative to impact purchasing behaviour and curb the demand
for donkey hide globally.

To deter our federal and NT governments from getting into bed
with the donkey industry, our donkey petition already has a
record number of signatures. Australians are standing with us
in not wanting the national embarrassment of being the first
developed country to supply this destructive trade.
With awareness about ejiao making waves across China right
now, we hope the popularity of the product will soon come to
an end.

No science behind exaggerated claims of
ejaio’s medicinal strengths

Chinese Ministry of Agriculture has even
for the first time included donkey as
a target industry
Slaughtering in China is often done with
several blows to the head…a grossly
inhumane and slow death
Donkey devastation: Australia imported
over US$4m of ejaio products in 2017

We must fight plans to develop an
Australian supply chain of donkeys

GEORGIE DOLPHIN, HSI PROGRAM MANAGER, ANIMAL WELFARE
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egg labelling issue had been predetermined by then ministers Barnaby
Joyce and Kelly O’Dwyer with approval
from the egg industry, before the public
consultation concluded

Aussie ‘free range’
hens denied a fair go
Having fought relentlessly for a genuine definition of ‘free
range’ eggs in Australia for decades, Thursday 26th April 2018
should have marked a victorious turning point for millions of
hens as well as ethical consumers. Instead it was the day that
consumer deception was set in legislation thanks to a handful
of major players that had power over decision-makers. The
Australian Government’s new Information Standard for Free
Range Eggs came into effect under Australian Consumer Law.
This new enforceable policy defines the term ‘free range’ and
sets a huge maximum outdoor stocking density of up to 10,000
birds per hectare, or one hen per square metre, despite the
science and the overwhelming majority of Australians calling
for a limit of just 1500 birds per hectare.

Its concluding statement released in March 2016 read, “The
majority of submissions received directly from consumers
called for a definition of free range that encompassed lowstocking densities and regular use of an outdoor range.”
It continued, “the majority of submissions from individual
consumers may be from those stakeholders that are most
engaged in the issue of egg labelling and most concerned
with issues of animal welfare. Therefore it is not clear that
these submissions can be interpreted as representative of
‘average’ consumer opinion.” These statements effectively
dismissed the opinions of the very consumers who would be
directly affected by the consultation outcome—those choosing
‘free range’ based on ethical and animal welfare grounds.

The previous recommendation of 1500 hens per hectare was
set by the Primary Industries Ministerial Council model code
of practice, published by the CSIRO, and was backed by robust
science. The evidence was further strengthened by the fact
that throughout the world, a stocking density of more than
2,500 hens per hectare for free range layer hens does not exist.
It’s clear to see from our comparison chart how out of line the
new definition is compared to other standards on the global
platform. But large industrial producers who have recognised
the growing appeal of ‘free range’ produce stepped up the
pressure and have, in effect, hijacked the term.

It was later revealed in the media that the solution for the egg
labelling issue had been pre-determined by then ministers
Barnaby Joyce and Kelly O’Dwyer with approval from the egg
industry before the public consultation concluded. Consumers
expect public consultations to be fair, but given that only around
15 submissions supported a stocking density of 10,000 birds
per hectare, its conclusion was clearly biased.

One saving grace is that the Australian Competition and
Consumer Commission (ACCC) can prosecute any producers
who break the rules and stocking densities must now be
displayed on egg cartons. The new definition stipulates that
hens must have meaningful and regular access to an outdoor
range during the day. If egg producers use images, pictures, or
words other than free range, which imply they are free range
when they are not, concerns would be raised by the ACCC.
Alas, with the goal posts already stretched this far, the need to
deceive has been largely removed. Industrialised stocking
densities are now allowed.
The Australian government’s Department of Treasury developed
the standard with input from state consumer affairs groups
and industry. A public consultation that commenced in 2015
saw nearly 10,000 consumers, farmers, retailers and advocacy
groups providing input.
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The price of free range eggs is often hotly debated and many
media reports over the years have claimed that they are as
much as double the price of their cage-free counterparts.
Interestingly in its Decision Regulation Impact Statement, the
Department of Treasury stated that free range eggs are more
expensive than barn eggs by an average of just 50 cents per
dozen. It’s worth noting too that the price hike that can detract
consumers from choosing some genuine free range brands is
often thanks to the retailer, and not the farmer.
At least the stocking density must now be clearly displayed.
So for those of you who continue to advocate for true free
range farming methods rather than the industrial massproducing giants of modern agriculture, making the ethical
choice is not a difficult one. Let’s use our informed choices to
direct the future of Australia’s egg industry. By looking for
1500 hens per hectare on the egg carton and opting for those
certified by third-party audited schemes such as our Humane
Choice program, you can rest assured that both you and the
hens will get the fair go that you truly deserve.

GEORGIE DOLPHIN, HSI PROGRAM MANAGER, ANIMAL WELFARE

many studies show the
ineffectiveness of nets and
drumlines on people’s safety
in the water

Photo: Eco Divers

Shark nets data
update from NSW
The 2017/2018 shark net data from the NSW Shark Control
Program has been released by NSW Department of Primary
Industries. And as expected the bycatch of harmless and
protected species caught in the shark nets is as outrageous as
ever. The 51 nets, which have been in place since the 1930s
between Newcastle and Wollongong have resulted in thousands
of deaths of marine animals with no scientific evidence that they
work. In fact current research including that from CSIRO, the
Australian Shark Attack File, Deakin University and Hawaii now
implicitly show that these methods do not work in reducing the
already very low risk of shark bites. Shark bites still occur on
netted beaches in NSW and so the low risk is still present. When
defending the nets the government will not acknowledge this and
instead refers to an absence of fatalities. Of course, it is not the
nets that prevent the bites that do still occur from turning into
fatalities, it is the emergency response and whether medics and
blood supplies can get to the injured person quickly. Having a
net in the water makes no difference to that outcome and the
government cannot attribute credit to the nets for that. Since
2016, NSW has killed 804 marine animals in the name of shark
control.
The high death toll of harmless marine wildlife in the 2017/2018
shark net data included the deaths of 10 critically endangered
grey nurse sharks, a species harmless to humans. There is
estimated to be only around 1500 animals left on the east coast
of Australia, and the Threatened Species Scientific Committee
stated when they recommended the listing of the species that
the shark meshing program is one of the main pressures limiting
the recovery of the species. We cannot afford to keep losing
these animals in such numbers every year if we want to see the
grey nurse shark survive in the long-term.
Even the great white shark is a threatened species that is
protected under Australia’s federal legislation, yet 14 were killed
last meshing season.

laws, and international treaties. Australian state, territory and
federal governments are obliged to protect and promote the
recovery of threatened species populations not run programs
which cull them.
There are many studies showing the ineffectiveness of nets and
drumlines on people’s safety in the water. In fact, there is no
statistical difference for surfers at swimmers, between beaches
with and without nets or drumlines. But there is a huge increase
in the probability of our marine wildlife suffering a cruel, and
unnecessary death.
There are many emerging technologies that do not come with
the high cost to our marine life. Effective ecologically focussed
technology such as eco-barriers, shark smart apps, and rebates
for personal deterrent devices are the way forward.
There is signs of positive change however, as the NSW
Government has announced they will not be installing nets on
the North Coast for a third year following community pressure.
HSI is now urging the government to extend this approach
throughout the whole state.
Better public education around sharks and their importance to
the marine environment is a must. There is currently no scientific
evidence to show that shark populations both in Australia and
around the world are increasing, in fact sharks are one of the
most threatened groups of animals in the world. This is due to
them being slow growing, late to mature and with mostly low
reproductive rates.
Sharks are apex predators, and are crucial to healthy oceans.
Instead of encouraging ineffective culling programs like nets
and drumlines, we should be progressing to a more responsible
way to promote ocean safety.
It is necessary for the conservation and welfare of marine wildlife
that lethal shark control measures are brought to an end.

The nets also killed 77 smooth hammerheads, 10 turtles and
7 dolphins to name a few. Many species caught and killed are
listed as threatened with extinction under state and federal

LAWRENCE CHLEBECK, HSI MARINE CAMPAIGNER
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Saving Cameroon’s forest elephan
While the headlines are captured by the slaughter of African
bush or savannah elephants (Loxodonta Africana), little light is
shed on their smaller and more endangered relatives—the forest
elephants of central Africa (Loxodonta cyclotis). Forest elephant
populations are estimated to have fallen by 65% from 2002 to
2014 as a result of poaching and some say the forest elephant
could become extinct within ten years.
Similarly, endangered Nigeria-Cameroon chimpanzees (Pan
troglodytes ellioti) are under increasing threats from habitat
fragmentation, bushmeat and poaching for fetish items made
from their hands and feet.
HSI’s long-term collaborators at Born Free embarked on a critical
project in 2017 to protect the fauna of the Banyang-Mbo Wildlife
Sanctuary (BMWS) in southwest Cameroon including forest
elephants and chimpanzees.
BMWS is a 662 km2 protected area which was established in 1996.
It is part of a wider landscape of protected forests, including the
1.2 million hectare Korup National Park. As a wildlife sanctuary,
exploitation of natural resources is permitted but supposedly
under a strict regulatory framework that promotes sustainable
consumption of resources and only traditional means of hunting.
One of the key goals of the project is to establish a communitybased Elephant Guardian project in the communities most often
visited by elephants. The Elephant Guardian project aims to halt
elephant poaching at the sanctuary; ensure that forest elephants
can move unimpeded and safe from persecution within the
greater Korup landscape; and to garner support for conservation
and the presence of the sanctuary from the local community.
The Elephant Guardian program is based on the premise that if
communities are willing to exploit the forest elephant in a way
that is detrimental to their survival, then given the opportunity
they might consider enhancing their survival, if the benefit from
the latter exceeds that from the former.
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The aim is to encourage local communities to inform the project
rather than poachers when elephants visit their area outside of
the sanctuary. This allows project personnel to monitor their
movements and understand their ranging patterns so that
management decisions can be taken to enhance their survival in
this human-dominated landscape.
One barrier the project identified for some communities was the
human-elephant conflict occurring when elephants raided crops.
This was seen as a particular problem in the Tali village where
the project constructed two chili fences, each about 50 metres
wide, for two farmers, effectively preventing any further conflict
from elephants. While elephants continued to visit the area they
did not enter and damage the farms.
Observations suggest that farms in the Tali area are most
vulnerable from the end of the wet season/start of the dry
season in September through to December each year. In order
to fully protect farms from crop damage, the chili-oil mix needs
to be applied to the fencing throughout the dry season until the
end of February.
Towards the end of February this year, Tali villagers reported to
project staff an incident regarding poachers from Lebialem who
had arrived with a gun intending to enter the sanctuary to shoot
elephants. The village, once complicit in elephant poaching,
confiscated the gun and informed the Ministry of Forests and
Wildlife Cameroon who arrested two of the three poachers.
While this progress is heartening, a larger and much more difficult
barrier impeding this project is civil conflict. Tension and violence
has progressively worsened in the southwest and northwest
English-speaking regions of Cameroon as support for
independence increases.
Born Free’s Head of Conservation Dr Liz Greengrass was
thwarted in her attempts to progress the project when she
visited in March this year.

ERICA MARTIN, HSI CEO

ts and chimpanzees
With much of the region existing under a curfew, she was told
by a village chief not to visit as part of the planned project
expansion because she could be abducted and raped by proindependence militia.

These are the realities faced by conservationists in many striferidden areas of the world. And for elephants, conflict all too often
means increased poaching as their ivory becomes a means to fill
war chests.

In some of these marginalised communities where everyone
takes issue with his neighbour as a part of daily life there is real
fear. As Liz says, “there is no ‘innocent until proven guilty’, only a
chance to turn people in to settle old scores”.

So with the increased danger, there is also increased pressure to
act if we are to save critically endangered species. It is only with
the dedication of tenacious conservationists like Liz and the
incredibly brave local ranger teams around the world that we
will succeed.

Liz found herself locked down in a village as gunshots rang out
through the night, unable to travel anywhere to continue with the
research into elephant and chimpanzee populations and unable
to expand the Elephant Guardian project.

In Cameroon, we remain hopeful that hostilities will dissipate, the
villagers will no longer live in fear and the important work to
save animals can continue.

Encourage local communities to inform the
project rather than poachers when
elephants visit
no ‘innocent until proven guilty’, only a chance
to turn people in to settle old scores

only through the dedication of tenacious
conservationists like Liz and the incredibly
brave local ranger teams around the world
that we will succeed

ERICA MARTIN, HSI CEO
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Relief for platypus as
drowning nets banned
In the last Technical Bulletin we reported that HSI had joined
the newly-formed Victorian Alliance for Platypus Safe Yabby
Traps in its call to have enclosed traps banned in all Victorian
waterways, as well as targeting retailers of the cruel traps which
have been found to drown platypus and other air-breathing
wildlife such as rakali.
Thanks to the hard work of Alliance convener Douglas Gimesy,
action on the issue has been swift. On 14 May the Victorian
Government announced that from 1 July 2019 the deadly opera
house nets will be banned in all public and private waters
throughout Victoria, with the ban to take place alongside a
buy back scheme to swap dangerous nets out for newer, airbreathing animal friendly designs.
While this commitment is to be applauded, the timeframe until
the ban means that platypus will regrettably be exposed to
another summer of danger in Victorian waterways. The delay
highlighted the importance of the Alliance’s parallel push on
retailers of the enclosed nets to cease sales.
The momentum began after discussions with eBay led to the
online retailer deciding to stop selling opera house nets Australiawide due to the risks they present to platypus. This action was
quickly followed by Anaconda, as well as major in-store sellers
of the traps Kmart, Big W, Anglers Warehouse, CH Smith Marine,
and Australia’s largest fishing and camping store BCF.
When Aussie Disposals notified the Alliance that it had removed
opera house nets for sale from its website, cancelled its overseas
imports of the traps, and instructed all its Victorian stores to
remove opera house nets from sale effective immediately, every
major retailer in Victoria had made the move to withdraw sales
of these platypus death traps (with many doing so nationally).
HSI is involved with further partnerships that are now being
established throughout the platypus range, starting with the
Queensland Alliance for Platypus, to ensure they have the best
chance of avoiding a cruel death wherever they are living.
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Targeting retailers of the cruel traps which
have been found to drown platypus
platypus will regrettably be exposed to another
summer of danger in Victorian waterways
every major retailer in Victoria had made the
move to withdraw sales

EVAN QUARTERMAIN, HSI HEAD OF PROGRAMS

Big progress being made in
fight against dog meat in Asia
Indonesia
A huge development has very recently taken place in our fight
against the dog meat trade in Indonesia. The Dog Meat Free
Indonesia Coalition, of which HSI is a part, attended a meeting of
national and regional government officials where all participants
agreed to issue a ban on the trade of dog meat in the country.
Officials now plan to make a recommendation for a Ministry of
Agriculture regulation to ban the trade of dog meat in Indonesia.
This is a huge milestone in our campaign and brings us one
step closer to ending Indonesia's cruel dog meat trade, which
sees one million dogs killed every year.
It is estimated that just 7% of the Indonesian population
consumes dog meat, but the current trade threatens the health
and safety of the whole country by way of the brutal and
unhygienic slaughter of dogs and consumption of meat from
rabies-positive animals. A recent Dog Meat Free Indonesia
investigation in May found that one dog carcass at the infamous
Tomohon ‘extreme’ live animal market tested positive for rabies,
out of just nine dogs tested. Human deaths from rabies have
been reported that have been directly linked to involvement in
the slaughtering, butchery, handling and even consumption of
meat from infected dogs.
The coalition will be working to ensure the vow to ban the trade
leads to urgent actions to put an end to the cruelty to animals
and health risks it exposes to Indonesians and tourists.

China
In China, Yulin’s Lychee and Dog Meat Festival took place at the
end of June this year, with many pets stolen and other dogs
snatched from the streets before being brutally killed. Partner
groups with whom HSI has worked for many years were able to
help rescue 135 dogs destined for slaughter before the festival
began. The dogs were transported to three separate shelters
in other parts of China to receive high-quality veterinary care.

235,000 signatures to Lu Xinshe, Communist Party Secretary
of Guangxi, asking for him to put an end to the festival.
There is no tradition of eating dog meat at Yulin, and the festival
only began in 2010 after dog meat traders decided they needed
a way to boost flagging sales. In China, opposition to killing dogs
for food and the dog meat trade is most vigorously pursued
by the Chinese people themselves, presenting further hope
of a future free of dog meat.

South Korea
In South Korea, HSI continues to shut down dog meat farms and
help farmers transition into more humane livelihoods. We have
now closed 13 dog meat farms, rescuing and adopting out their
dogs and helping to set up the owners in new humane ventures.
The dog meat trade exists in South Korea in legal limbo, having
been neither declared explicitly legal nor illegal. Just recently,
a city court in South Korea found that that killing dogs for
meat is illegal, in a move that could be a game-changer for the
campaign to see an end to the country’s dog meat trade.
Together with local animal welfare group Korea Animal Rights
Advocates (KARA), HSI has also presented nearly 1 million
signatures to South Korean President Moon Jae-in, asking for
legislation that identifies all dogs and cats as companion
animals, regardless of breed or place of birth, and requires full
legal protection for them against slaughter for human
consumption. The dog meat trade has already been outlawed
in Hong Kong, Taiwan, the Philippines, Thailand and Singapore.
Like in Indonesia, HSI believes that South Korea should now
follow these countries in doing the same.

Wherever possible, the dogs will be adopted locally in China to
further encourage the development of a pet adoption culture.
A few of these dogs will also be transported to the UK to find
new homes. Like last year, the Yulin festival was a much more
subdued affair than in past years. In 2017, Yulin authorities
announced a temporary ban on selling dog meat but the ban
was overturned before the festival began. Before the 2018
‘festival’ began, HSI handed in a petition with more than

BENJAMIN VOZZO, HSI COMMUNICATIONS COORDINATOR
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Australia must pull its weight
to protect elephants and rhino
Imagine the African continent depleted of its elephants and
rhinos. Now consider the statistics: over 7,130 rhinos have been
killed by poachers in the last decade; each year at least 20,000
African elephants are killed for their tusks; and between 2007
and 2014 30 percent of the African savannah elephant population
was poached 3.

which, in the absence of provenance requirements, is a clear
conflict of interest 6. This problem is compounded by the
difficulties in dating ivory and the fact that the domestic trade
is not an offence. IFAW’s 2016 Under the Hammer report
surveyed auction houses in Australia and New Zealand over
a nine month period. During this time, 772 ivory items were
available for purchase, with only eight percent of these items
accompanied by appropriate provenance documentation to
sufficiently prove age, authenticity and legality of the item.
Online trade of ivory and rhino horn is even more difficult to
monitor than brick and mortar sales.

Extinction is a very real possibility for elephant and rhino species
if the international community does not all pull together
decisively to end the trade of their tusks and horns. Already this
year, the world lost Sudan, the last male Northern white rhino.
The loss of this sub species is directly attributed to poaching.

To overcome monitoring and enforcement difficulties, HSI calls
for a comprehensive national ban on the domestic trade of ivory
and rhino horn products. Similar bans are being implemented
in the USA, UK, China and Hong Kong. HSI submits that without
a coordinated global effort, the trade of illegal ivory and rhino
horn will continue to be facilitated and disguised by any form
of legal trade. Any legal trade of ivory will fuel demand for
these products, and prop up the illegal market.

Australia is currently considering what more it can do with
the Parliament’s Joint Committee on Law Enforcement
recommending a ban on domestic trade in ivory and rhino horn.
International trade in ivory and rhino horn is prohibited in line with
the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species
(CITES) but once it enters the Australian market undetected,
it is poorly regulated. This creates opportunities for illegal trade
noting that Australia is geographically located close to trading
hotspots such as China, Hong Kong, Vietnam and Thailand.

Even restricted, legal domestic trade creates weaknesses in
international commercial trade bans under CITES that poachers
are quick to take advantage of for their own profit. The transnational nature of this trade means that globally we are only
as good as our weakest link in preventing the senseless
murder of elephants and rhinos.

In terms of what is detected, data obtained from CITES shows
over the last 10 years Australian authorities have seized 466 ivory
items, 335 being imports and 131 attempting to be exported.
A total of 126 rhinoceros products were seized, with 23 being
imports and the remaining 102 being imports 4. The United
Nations Office on Drugs and Crime 2016 ‘World Wildlife Crime
Report—Trafficking in protected species’ identified Australia
as a destination and transit country for ivory 5. We don’t know
how much enters Australia undetected.
While there are severe penalties for illegal imports under the
EPBC Act, once imported it becomes incredibly difficult to
identify ivory and rhino horn products that entered illegally,
predominantly due to a lack of provenance documentation for
which there is no legal requirement. Once absorbed by the
domestic markets, all duties are considered to be discharged
and there is no further requirement for ivory and rhino horn
items to be certified or otherwise authorised at points of sale.
As a result, it falls to auction houses and dealers to monitor
the legal trade of ivory and rhino horn of their own accord,
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HSI strongly encourages a full domestic ban on ivory and rhino
horn trade in Australia, in alignment with many other jurisdictions,
to ensure that we are not leaving loopholes that allow the trade
to continue. Australians do not want to be the weakest link.
You can read more in our submission to the Joint Committee at
http://hsi.org.au/assets/publications/605_hsi-submissioninquiry-into-trade-in-elephant-ivory-and-rhino-ho.pdf
3

http://www.greatelephantcensus.com/final-report/

4

Data downloaded from https://trade.cites.org/

5

United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, 2016. World Wildlife Crime Report
– Trafficking in protected species, p 41. Downloaded from
https://www.unodc.org/documents/data-andanalysis/
wildlife/World_Wildlife_Crime_Report_2016_final.pdf

6

IFAW, 2016. Under the Hammer: Are Auction Houses in Australia and New
Zealand Contributing to the Demise of Elephants and Rhinos?

NICOLA BEYNON, HSI HEAD OF CAMPAIGNS

Brave whistle blower
exposes live exports as
morally untenable
According to the live export industry, Australia is ‘a world
leader in welfare practices related to livestock exports’. Their
tag line is ‘No fear, no pain’. But the evidence we’ve seen on our
TV screens makes a grim mockery of their propaganda. Thanks
to whistleblower, Faisal Ullah, we now all know just how horrific
the conditions are on board the ‘ships of shame’. The Australian
public owes an enormous debt of gratitude to Mr Ullah for
exposing the truth and instigating one of the most monumental
animal welfare movements in Australia’s history.
The footage, which aired on 60 Minutes on the 8th April, laid
bare for the world to see the true horror of this industry and the
conditions that the Australian government has turned a blind
eye to for far too long.
The Government has always known massive numbers of animals
die on these ships and they have sanctioned it. A loss of 2% of
the sheep on board has been deemed acceptable for exporters
—this means they accepted 1500 deaths on a ship carrying
typically 75,000 sheep. That mortality rate has now been
dropped to 1%—so that’s 750 fatalities over three weeks. This
death rate is just not normal for any healthy flock. Animals
should be allowed to predictably suffer and die in this way.
One of the key issues is the effect of extreme temperatures
aboard ships bound for the Middle East during its relentless
summer, with thousands of sheep literally cooking alive. One
MP compared it to putting your dog into a car on a hot summer’s
day, inevitably leading to death. A review of the industry by
livestock vet Michael McCarthy was launched in response to
the 60 Minutes expose and effectively called for an end to the
summer shipments. However, this recommendation was buried
and Federal Agriculture Minister David Littleproud is
implementing it in a way that bought the industry more time.
By October the Morrison Government announced its decision
to relax new animal welfare conditions for sheep just months
after introducing them in July. The stocking densities are set
to be relaxed by 37.5% from the previous restrictions, effective
from 1st November. The impact on the welfare of sheep exported
live from Australia to the Middle East is expected to be
considerable, allowing exporters to cram sheep into an area so
small it will be a challenge for them to lie down together and
access feed and water, for a duration of up to four weeks.

position, calling for a phase out of the industry. The government’s
own MPs also broke ranks, with Liberal backbencher Susan Ley
introducing a private members Bill to phase out the trade with
support from Liberal colleagues Sarah Henderson, Jason Woods
and Jason Falinksi. Sadly, the Bill was withdrawn after the
leadership spill and a Labor introduced Bill was narrowly
defeated. But the public remains near unanimous in its view
that the industry has had its last chance.
The industry still clings to lies about there not being any fridges
in the Middle East, despite most of the sheep that survive the
treacherous journey from Australia being killed and sold as
refrigerated meat in Middle Eastern supermarkets. Others
spout the morally moribund assertion that if we don’t do it,
others will. Since when has that ever been a valid excuse for
acting unethically?
Opponents of the industry point out the economic advantages
for rural economies to processing the meat at home. The live
trade accounts for less than 6% of Australia’s exported meat
trade and no farmers rely solely on the live trade. The
government has even stated during Senate Estimates that it
could have the ability to process an extra two million sheep
on Australian shores.
It was also revealed that a 60kg sheep is allocated the space
equivalent to less than two pieces of A4 paper on a live export
ship—that image really puts the cramped conditions into
perspective.
It is simply not possible to transport animals all over the world
humanely over huge distances. A basic principle of farm animal
welfare is to slaughter an animal as close to the point of
production as possible. Live exports fail this basic animal welfare
test at the very point the animals are loaded onto the trucks
taking them to port. The industry cannot be profitable without
treating animals with further cruelty, and maintaining high
stocking densities and exports into the summer. The public will
not tolerate this and the end is inevitable. The Government
should accept it and move to transition the industry to 100%
domestic processing.

Despite the Minister’s prevarication, the industry’s days are
numbered and its support in parliament is dwindling. Opposition
on the cross bench is strong. The Labor Party has shifted its

NICOLA BEYNON, HSI HEAD OF CAMPAIGNS AND GEORGIE DOLPHIN, HSI PROGRAM MANAGER, ANIMAL WELFARE
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Ambition shelved during
revision of Australia’s
Strategy for Nature

Australia has one of the worst
conservation records of any
wealthy, politically stable
nation

Back in 2015 the Federal Government called for submissions
on the performance of Australia’s Biodiversity Conservation
Strategy 2010-2030 (ABCS), the guiding framework for
conserving our nation's spectacular biodiversity. HSI submitted
an Independent Review of Progress which found that efforts
made in the first five years of the ABCS were disappointing to
the point where both targets and the processes for implementing
them required a major revamp. Just one of ten National Interim
Targets could be considered ‘largely achieved’.
Australia has one of the worst conservation records of any
wealthy and politically stable nation. In the last 200 years at
least 50 animal and 60 plant species have gone extinct, including
the loss of some 30 native mammals—this accounts for
approximately 35% of global mammal extinctions since 1500.
Nothing short of an immense increase in investment and
ambition will reverse this ignominious record and the disastrous
failure by successive state and federal governments to address
the species loss crisis.
With this in mind HSI followed our submission up with a
Proposal for Revised Targets featuring a suite of suggestions
for strengthened National Targets. The overarching theme was
that while progress had been poor, opportunities to reverse the
situation were numerous, especially since the ABCS was finalised
prior to Australia’s commitments to the Aichi Biodiversity Targets
made at the 10th Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD)
Conference of the Parties (COP) in 2010. A sorely-needed
revision would provide the opportunity to better align with our
international obligations.
After years of relative silence (a quite detailed report on the
review was produced though seems to have been quickly
shelved) it was a little surprising when a new draft Australia’s
Strategy for Nature 2018-2030 was released for comment in
the last working week of 2017. Surprise didn’t take long to turn
to dismay however, with the National Targets we’d urged
improvements to having been watered down to a series of 12
vague objectives such as “Encourage Australians to get out
into nature” and “Enrich cities and towns with nature” that
were barely expanded upon in the much-reduced document.

meet them! It is of great concern that the draft Strategy contains
no measurable targets, no new funding or any concrete
commitments to save Australia’s precious natural world. The
objectives outlined in what should be an ambitious, energising
document are uninspiring and meaningless.
Perhaps the only improvement that has been addressed is
communicating objectives to a broader audience, with the
contents of the draft Strategy more digestible. However this has
come at far too high a cost with the entire Strategy being
simplified to the point of ineffectiveness. While it is important
to effectively communicate the challenges faced in Australia,
this must not be to the detriment of scientific credibility.
All of HSI’s recommendations to the more comprehensive and
fortunately still current Australia’s Biodiversity Conservation
Strategy 2010-2030 have become even more relevant. Australia
has a proud bipartisan history of national and international
engagement with conservation, and at the very least our
Strategy for Nature must include all 20 Aichi Biodiversity
Targets and affirm Australia’s commitment to the CBD.
The draft Strategy as it stands should be withdrawn and
replaced by one incorporating measurable, time-bound goals
to reverse threats to Australia’s nature, and a plan of action for
all levels of government to achieve them. During consultation
we were told that Australia was looking to take a new strategy
to the upcoming 14th COP to be held in Egypt later this year.
While we’re yet to see amendments to the draft, the lack of
time for the significant changes required to be made is of
serious concern and we are at risk of being embarrassed on
the world stage.
As a megadiverse nation, a lack of effort to protect our unique
nature is inexcusable. Australia should be ambitious in not only
meeting our international commitments, but also in being
a world leader.
To access HSI’s submissions relating to Australia’s Strategy for
Nature, visit: http://hsi.org.au/assets/publications/598_hsisubmission-on-australia-s-strategy-for-nature-draft-2018-203.pdf)

The draft Strategy walks away from a target-based approach,
seemingly because in the past we’ve failed to meet those that
we’ve set. However if the collective efforts of Australian
governments are falling short of our stated ambitions, it is not
because targets exist but because we’re not doing enough to
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Local fishing industry and
WA government deny that
sea lions are being caught

WA sea lions to
get protection
As the name suggests, the Australian sea lion is endemic to our
country but, sadly, it is considered the most endangered sea
lion species in the world. So HSI has remained steadfast in
campaigning to ensure the threats it faces from fishing are
minimised as far as possible.
In 2011 HSI was instrumental in ensuring a robust Australian sea
lion management strategy was put in place in South Australian
waters in the gillnet section of the Southern and Eastern Scalefish
and Shark Fishery (SESSF). This has ensured sea lion mortalities
from bycatch in this fishery remain low.
We continue to monitor South Australia situation and look
forward to signs that sea lion sub-populations are recovering
as a result of the management actions taken.
However, for over a decade we have held concerns about the
impacts of the Western Australian West Coast Demersal Gillnet
and Demersal Longline Managed fishery on West Australian
sea lion sub–populations. With only 2,000 Australian sea lions
still in Western Australia (in small, isolated colonies) it is essential
to stem the species’ decline.
HSI has worked closely with local groups on stakeholder
committees to address the threats of fishing to sea lions, which led
to a federal imposed condition on the fishery to implement gillnet exclusion zones by the 30th June 2018.
Despite the experience in South Australia, where relatively prompt
action was taken to address sea lion mortalities through exclusion
zones and trigger limits, fishers in Western Australia continue
denying there is a problem with bycatch in their state.
Whilst sea lions may not be caught often—due to their threatened
nature—the catching and killing of even a small number of them
has significant impacts on those sub-populations and the species
as a whole. HSI has therefore sought to put pressure on the
West Australian Government to implement 20km exclusion
zones around each of the colonies.
Concerned by the lack of action and the approaching federal
deadline, HSI joined forces with the Australian Marine Conservation
Society and the Conservation Council of Western Australia in

March to highlight the frustrating lack of action over the past
decade to protect sea lions in Western Austarlia. Our combined
actions resulted in 7,000 messages to the West Australian
Fisheries Minister Dave Kelly calling on him to take action.
Together with our NGO colleagues, we have been in close
contact with the West Australian Fisheries Minister and recently
met with the Government Department responsible for meeting
the federally imposed condition through the implementation
of exclusion zones.
On 28th June the Department confirmed that the gillnet
exclusion zones would be in place from 29th June, ranging from
six to 33 kilometres each. These exclusion zones now in place
offer a total closed area of just over 17,000 square kilometres
of protection for Australian sea lions.
This is great news to help protect Australian sea lions, however
we remain concerned that not all colonies have our preferred
option of a 20 kilometre exclusion zone. And the ongoing
denial within the fishing industry and West Australian Government
that sea lions are even being caught in remains a concern.
More needs to be done to investigate sea lion bycatch, and the
introduction of a robust monitoring system on boats to
determine the level of cryptic mortality of Australian sea lions
as part of comprehensive management arrangements, similar
to that imposed in the South Australian fishery, would be
welcomed by HSI.
The increased protection is a great first step and, with the zones
due for review in three years, HSI has the opportunity to ensure
Australian sea lions get the protection they need and deserve.
Overall, HSI remains concerned about the ongoing decline in
Australian sea lion sub-populations in both Western Australia
and South Australia, and so in 2016 we submitted an EPBC
nomination to uplist the the species to Endangered. The
Threatened Species Scientific Committee is currently
investigating this proposal, and we expect the Minister
to make a decision later this year.

ALEXIA WELLBELOVE, HSI SENIOR CAMPAIGNER
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Watershed moments
for whales in 2018
It has been a significant year for global whale governance in
2018, with major developments against Japan’s whale hunts
at two separate international treaties.
First the International Whaling Commission (IWC), held in
September in Florianpolis in Brazil, roundly rejected Japan’s
outlandish package of proposals aimed at undoing the
prohibition on commercial whaling agreed to in the 1980s.
The package it dubbed ‘The Way Forward’ included proposals
to establish a ‘Sustainable Whaling Committee (SWC)’ and a
process to determine commercial catch limits. The proposal
failed to achieve the three quarters majority required with a final
tally of 41 countries against, 27 in support, and two abstentions.
Australia led the debate for countries opposed to commercial
whaling, and Commissioner Nick Gales was eloquent in framing
the issue. ‘What remains of the whaling business today is an
enterprise that has little—and diminishing—demand for its
products, in many cases is reliant on State subsidies, and at a
global scale has essentially lost its social licence’. Moreover,
Gales countered Japan’s key narrative that the IWC is broken,
asserting that ‘disagreement does not mean dysfunction’.
Many have speculated that the Way Forward proposal was an
ambit claim and designed to fail. It is thought that this and the
narrative around dysfunction are the manufactured triggers the
Japanese Government needs for their long mooted threat to
leave the Commission. It remains to be seen if Japan is willing
to abandon all global governance on whales and leave the
Commission to go completely rogue.
Demonstrating the IWC’s ability to function well, two resolutions
aiming to protect whales from human caused threats were
agreed earlier in the week by consensus. One focused on the
threat of noise pollution (such as is caused by shipping, drilling
and exploring for oil and gas) and the second aimed to prevent
whale entanglements in lost fishing gear. A third resolution was
adopted to acknowledge the crucial role whales play to cycle
ocean nutrients and maintain healthy ecosystems and a new
bycatch initiative was also endorsed which addresses a massive
threat to cetaceans worldwide and in which HSI has played
a key role.
Firmly showing the will of the majority of the Commission to
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chart a course for conservation, the body also approved the
‘Florianopolis Declaration’ advanced by Brazil. This declaration
states that commercial whaling is no longer a necessary
economic activity and that killing whales for research is not
valid, and it passed by a vote of 40 to 27.
Finally the IWC tightened the noose a little more on Japan’s
bogus scientific whaling, with the Commission for the first
time taking the formal view that Japan has not demonstrated
a need to kill whales for science.
Japan’s whaling went on to suffer a further blow at another
international treaty in October. In a very significant development,
the UN Convention for International Trade in Endangered
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) has censured Japan
for illegal international trade in sei whale (the third biggest
animal on the planet). The finding came at a meeting of the
CITES Standing Committee in Sochi, Russia. Sei whales are
listed on Appendix I of CITES, which means that international
commercial trade in their products is banned. As Japan mostly
hunts sei whales on the high seas beyond its national jurisdiction,
under CITES rules, bringing these products into Japan is
considered international trade (so-called ‘Introduction from the
Sea’). Currently, Japan hunts as many as 134 sei whales each
year under its ‘scientific’ whaling programme in the North Pacific.
The CITES Standing Committee nearly unanimously concluded
that Japan was acting in violation of the convention by landing
thousands of tonnes of sei whale meat for primarily commercial
purposes. The Committee then agreed that Japan must take
immediate remedial action to address this compliance issue and
report on its specific actions by 1 February 2019 for consideration
at the next Committee meeting in May 2019. If the Committee
does not accept Japan's remediation plan it could recommend
that the other 182 governments impose trade sanctions on Japan.
HSI fielded experts to both the IWC and CITES meetings. We left
the IWC meeting feeling immense relief that the Commission’s
moral compass has once again roundly rejected commercial
whaling and resolved to get on with the work that is so badly
needed for their conservation. And we come home from the
CITES meeting pleased that the censuring of Japan’s sei whale
hunts in the North Pacific is one more nail in the coffin of
commercial whaling.

NICOLA BEYNON, HSI HEAD OF CAMPAIGNS

The Wildlife Land Trust (WLT) is Humane Society
International’s global network of privately conserved
lands. Initiated by the Humane Society of the United
States in 1993, it was launched in Australia by HSI
in 2007 to preserve and protect our vital native
habitats and the animals that depend on them.

Working under the guiding principle of humane
stewardship, the WLT protects both vast, impressive
landscapes and smaller, humbler places
providing for wildlife, rare and common alike.
Complementing HSI’s other habitat protection
initiatives such as our Threatened Ecological
Communities nomination program, Australia’s
WLT network is thriving with more than 500

member sanctuaries and some 60,000 hectares.
The program is voluntary and simple to join as
there are no costs or legal obligations. Becoming
a WLT member effectively just augments any
arrangements landowners have on their
properties, legal or otherwise.
An exciting range of WLT initiatives are in store
this year, including two focusing on assisting
wildlife rehabilitators and helping promote
sanctuaries that offer accommodation.
We invite everyone with an acre or more of
wildlife-friendly land and an interest in
conservation to join our burgeoning network.

Benefits of Wildlife Land Trust membership include:
• The opportunity to talk about the invaluable

work undertaken to protect important wildlife
habitats through feature pages on our website
and in our biannual Wildlife Lands newsletter;
• Complimentary for-sale advertising on the WLT

website and social media proﬁles to assist in
ﬁnding a like-minded buyer for your property;
• Free

Wildlife Land Trust signage for your
sanctuary to declare your membership;

• Conservation funding opportunities through the

annual Private Land Conservation Grants
program (only available in NSW at present);
• Lobbying assistance and advice on biodiversity

issues should your refuge come under threat;
and
• Guidance

on covenanting options throughout
Australia to help further your conservation
commitment if desired

For more information or to apply for WLT
membership visit wildlifelandtrust.org.au
If you have a question or would like an information
pack please call HSI on 1800 333 737.
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Going, going, gone

An overview of HSI’s
Threatened Species
Program &

235
suggested
Commonwealth
policy actions

We’ve just published an assessment of Australia’s threatened species policy requirements,
detailing what needs to be done to protect them.
This is 150+ pages of reference and research material in one easy-to-read tome.
Unfortunately, we could only afford a really small print run so don’t delay, order your
copy now (only $39 + $9.90 p&p): admin@hsi.org.au or Freecall: 1800 333 737.

RECORD + RESEARCH + RECOMMENDATIONS
Like its subject matter, this book is unique and invaluable

